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Who Are We?

 Predistic is a software company based in Sofia, Bulgaria. Its main

operations include software development and maintenance services.

 Our small and friendly team with passion for electronics and software has

worked together for almost 20 years now. Some of us have been here right

from the beginning, and others have worked together even before Predistic

was established.

 The team grows over the years gathering talented engineers and

developing their skills, knowledge and process ability.

 Our people are used to working in multi-national teams, according to

quality standards and aligning to specific customer processes.

 Currently Predistic team delivers software services in logistic and

automotive industry to two major customers:

 Continental Automotive GmbH

 Siemens Postal, Parcel & Airport Logistics GmbH

 We are flexible, open-minded and looking for new technological

challenges!



Predistic’s History

Predistic was founded mid 2011 by a team of software engineers with over 10

years of experience in the field of software development for corporate

customers.

Since then, we have gathered profound experience creating embedded

software and complex systems requiring higher level of expertise.

Achievements of our team in the past:

♦ Our team has a good reputation as a dedicated and reliable partner in

software development industry for Siemens Postal Automation, JCI and

Continental Automotive

♦ 6 years Gold supplier of the year for Siemens Postal Automation

♦ First successful assessment with CMMI in Bulgaria

♦ European Software Institute Award for software excellence



What Do We Strive For

 Our values:

 Professionalism

 Respect

 Responsibility

A company that
brings stability and
success to its
employees,
customers, owners,
and partners.



Universal IoT Framework by Predistic

The idea emerged after some of us wanted to automate some hard to

manage activities, like watering their plants, and others wanted to start

commanding their home appliances via mobile devices.

In the end, all this resulted in a generic solution, easily applicable in multiple

spheres of life and different industries.

Currently, we are offering a flexible

framework which can be tailored for

all kinds of operations where IoT

functionality is needed, named

Universal IoT Framework.

Building over the Universal IoT

Framework, we implemented our

Predistic Smart Farming solution,

with the aim of making farmers’ lives

easier, saving them time and efforts.



Universal IoT Framework System Overview



How the System Works

1. Collecting Data

♦ Measures are taken automatically based on initial settings derived from

your specific requirements. The Microprocessors (MCUs) receive

measured values from their attached sensors, process them if needed,

and propagate them over the network

♦ Our solution can be customized to also accept manual user input and/or

data broadcasted over Internet

♦ All data is processed by the system to produce the output for Monitoring,

Control, Intelligent decisions and Taking actions stages

2. Transmitting Data

♦ Messages inside the system can be communicated using Wireless Mesh

Communication and/or Internet



How the System Works

3. Processing

♦ Data processing includes managing data collected from sensors based

on the specific business needs of each client

♦ The customizable logic eventually produces user output such as

warnings, statistics, etc.; and can also be set to take smart decisions

and execute actions based on customer processes

4. Monitoring / Configuring / Taking Actions

Our web interface can be customized on demand to allow:

♦ Monitoring sensors readings

♦ Receiving notifications or warnings for specific events/changes in

parameters

♦ Instructing mechanical/electrical actuators (executable devices) paired

with Microcontrollers to perform actions (start/stop irrigation or

fertilization systems, open/close windows, turn lights on/off, among others)



How the System Works

♦ Letting our system take intelligent actions automatically instead of you

♦ Communication in our system can happen over Wi-Fi or Internet – so

client’s mobile device or PC can be located right there beside the

sensors, or on another continent – still allowing monitoring and control

over the whole system

♦ Our solution offers remote monitoring and/or configuring via desktop,

laptop or mobile device. All that’s needed is a standard Web Browser,

with no special software



How the System Works

Why Use Mesh Network?

♦ Mesh Networking is a network topology where nodes communicate with one

another either directly (if they are in range) or indirectly via intermediate nodes

♦ A Mesh Network in our solution is a group of Microcontrollers working together

and exchanging data. Using a network instead of a single point of access, the

system doesn’t have to rely on just one route for sending messages.

♦ The devices inside our Mesh Network communicate between themselves using our

privately developed protocols and/or standard Wi-Fi communication. This

communication is autonomous and there is no need for the client to monitor it.

♦ No Internet is needed for the Microprocessor nodes to communicate between

themselves; instead, they communicate using direct radio signals

♦ Our solution can be tailored to work both with or without Mesh Communication,

depending on needs

♦ Depending on network configuration, Microprocessors deliver the measured

values to a MQTT server which transfers them to client’s device (mobile or PC)



Predistic Smart Farming

Predistic’s Universal IoT Framework can be build upon to offer farmers

clever solution for crop monitoring and management, named Predistic Smart

Farming. This includes:

♦ A customized solution based on our Predistic Smart Farming product

and tailored for each farm

♦ Farming activities automation



Predistic Smart Farming

♦ Measuring soil/air humidity, temperature, lightness, sound, movement,

pressure; among others

♦ Building wireless (LoRa or WiFi) or GPRS connected networks to

exchange data between fields, greenhouses, servers, and client devices

(mobile or PC)

♦ Presenting measured data via Web or mobile interface (customized

upon client request) accessible via Internet

♦ Possibility to take manual actions like start/stop irrigation systems, turn

on/off light or mechanical devices, open/close windows, and many more

based on needs

♦ Possibility to take automatic data-driven actions based on changing

conditions in the field or in the greenhouse



Predistic Smart Farming

What is our solution capable of?

♦ Collect environment measurements utilizing different types of sensors,

including:

♦ Forward sensor readings over wireless or Internet

♦ Process gathered data

♦ Provide remote 24/7 monitoring of collected data

♦ Send warnings to users in case of specific or critical events

Air/Soil Temperature Air/Soil HumidityLight Level Soil PH Air Pressure/CO2 Smoke/Presence

Detector



Predistic Smart Farming

What is our solution capable of?

♦ Allow users to take control over on-site executing devices (actuators)

♦ Take intelligent data-based actions via on-site actuators

On-site actions that we offer:

♦ Other types of crop management systems can be incorporated upon

request

Start/Stop Irrigation Systems Start/Stop Fertilization Systems

Light Management

Start/Stop Pest Control Systems

Ventilation Management



Predistic Smart Farming System Overview



Predistic Smart Farming Features

Smart Greenhouses and Fields: Collecting Data

♦ Based on customer requirements, Predistic configures networks of

Microprocessors and Sensors in fields, greenhouses or other areas

♦ Collected environment data is delivered to Servers where it is processed

and presented to clients

Warnings

♦ Notifications/warnings can be set up based on client requirements:

♦ The system can be set up notify farmers when automated

irrigation/fertilization starts and finishes, as well as send error alerts in

case of problems

♦ The system can be set up to detect abnormalities in the normal

processes flow and notify the farmer immediately

♦ Farmers can get warnings about changes in environment parameters

that are considered critical



Predistic Smart Farming Features

Weather and Environment Analytics

This on-demand feature can be implemented to include:

♦ This advanced version of the system can rely not only on the levels of

moisture in the soil but also take into account field specifics, as well as the

current weather and the forecast

♦ Based on the forecast, the system can be set up to create customized

long-term irrigation schedules

Take Actions

♦ Our system allows taking automatic data-driven actions based on

changing conditions on the field or in the greenhouse

♦ Clients can initiate actions manually via mobile device or PC (like

start/stop irrigation or other types of systems, etc.)



Questions?

We would be happy to answer 

your questions!



Contact Us

Predistic Ltd.

24-26, Hristo Kovachev Str.

1527 Sofia

+359 2 4914455

email: office@predistic.com

www.predistic.com


